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FADE IN:

TELEVISION SCREEN

A promotional commercial of sorts. In the style of old

nuclear fallout preparedness commercials from the 1950s.

A logo for MedTec FADES IN ON SCREEN.

NARRATOR

MedTec, the world’s leading

innovator in medical technology,

presents...

The logo FADES OUT as the logo for Vitae FADES IN.

NARRATOR (CONT’D)

Vitae! The over-the-counter drug

that will change your life forever!

Literally!

The Vitae logo FADES OUT as a pill bottle graphic ENTERS and

dumps animated pills.

NARRATOR

Vitae is a medical breakthrough. By

taking Vitae twice a day, you can

extend your life by 20-30 years.

The animations FADE OUT, and a graphic of a dead cell and a

living cell FADE IN.

NARRATOR

Vitae works by giving extra life to

old dying cells in the human body.

These FADE OUT, and now we see a sad cartoon family gathered

around an old grandpa lying in a hospital bed.

NARRATOR

This is the Smith family. They are

sad because old Grandpa Morris is

passing away, due to heart failure.

It’s a natural cause of death.

As they FADE OUT, they reappear, except now Grandpa Morris

is standing tall, holding a blank expression on his face.

His family dances happily off to the side, as if he isn’t

there. A strange juxtaposition.

NARRATOR (CONT’D)

But old Grandpa Morris started

taking Vitae, and now he has some

extra spring in his step.
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The words: DESENSITIZATION, LOSS OF INTEREST, and LOSS OF

CREATIVITY, are SUPERIMPOSED ON-SCREEN.

NARRATOR

Side effects of Vitae may include a

feeling of desensitization and a

loss of interest or creativity. But

that’s pretty reasonable!

They FADE OUT as the Vitae logo FADES IN once more. Smiling

animated faces pop up around the logo.

NARRATOR

So try Vitae today! If someone gave

you the chance to take control of

your life, wouldn’t you take that

chance?

SMASH TO BLACK:

FADE IN:

INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - BATHROOM

A tired CLARK PORTER (20’s) examines himself in a mirror.

Long faced.

He reaches into a cabinet. We notice a pill bottle, labeled:

AUDREY PORTER. VITAE." He grabs a razor and shaving cream.

That 5 o’clock shadow has to go.

Clark fumbles with the razor and frowns. He notices dried

paint on his hands. Missed a spot. He flips the SINK on,

SPRAYING cold water on his hands, then to his face.

He shaves a line from his beard, stutters for the briefest

moment, and a drop of blood falls into the sink.

CUT TO:

INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - KITCHEN

A freshly cracked EGG PLOPS into a skillet. Audrey flips the

pan. She wears neutral colors; her hair pulled back into a

bun.

She pours coffee into a mug, setting it on a nearby table,

and looks up to see a painting hanging on the wall. A long

beat. The beauty of the painting escapes Audrey. She shakes

her head, and EXITS FRAME RIGHT.

(CONTINUED)
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A beat. Audrey returns to the table, and sets a different

pill bottle next to the coffee mug, and leaves.

PILL BOTTLE

The same instructions and side effects labeling, but now

reads: CLARK PORTER. VITAE. TAKE TWICE PER DAY. SIDE EFFECTS

MAY INCLUDE: DESENSITIZATION AND LOSS OF INTEREST.

BACK TO SCENE

Clark walks by the neatly set table, dressed for the day. He

looks at Audrey. Her back is turned.

On his way to his seat, he spots the painting on the wall.

Standing in front of it, he takes a long, deep look into the

canvas. Unlike Audrey, he sees something beautiful, locked

within the oil paints.

Audrey ENTERS FRAME RIGHT. They both stare intently at the

painting. A fabricated smile forces its way across her face.

An uncomfortable beat.

CLARK

(knowing he won’t get an

agreeable response)

Beautiful isn’t it? When Greg first

told me about it--

AUDREY

(changing the subject)

Breakfast? Just scrambled eggs

today.

CLARK

No, eggs are fine--

Audrey motions to Clark’s seat.

AUDREY

Here! Sit down.

He sits. Another fake smile, and she leaves. Clark examines

his plate and SINKS his FORK into a bundle of eggs. Clark

takes down a bite.

Bland. As usual. Clark grabs salt and pepper shakers and

decorates his eggs.

As he returns the salt shaker, he notices something.

PILL BOTTLE

(CONTINUED)
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Confusion rushes over his face as he picks it up and reads

his name.

Audrey materializes behind Clark.

AUDREY

I figured it was time! What do you

think?

A long beat.

CLARK

(slow)

I’m not sure what to think.

(beat)

I thought we talked about this.

Not the response Audrey wanted. He’ll come around. It’s only

practical, after all. She checks her watch.

AUDREY

(quick)

I’m leaving for work.

She grabs her car keys and leaves for the front door. Clark

tries to fix the situation.

CLARK

Audrey, I was thinking maybe we

could go try that new place that

just opened on Mulberry sometime.

Audrey has the door halfway open and stops, thinking.

AUDREY

I’ll see if it fits my schedule.

And with that, shes gone. Clark thinks shes still in the

house.

CLARK

(awkwardly)

But I’m your husband.

Nothing. He realizes.

Clark sits, confused as he eyes the pill bottle, but

finishes out his plate of eggs and drops the plate into the

kitchen sink. He glances at a clock, then at his car keys.

Clark heads for the front door, and leaves.

(CONTINUED)
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A beat. The DOOR OPENS, and Clark walks back in, rushed. He

grabs the prescription pill bottle, sighs, and leaves

through the front door again.

INT. CLARK’S STUDIO

The messy studio of an artist. Random, yet brightly colored

paint splotches decorate the wooden floors. One single

window with an overlook of the city outside illuminates the

room. The walls and corners of the room are covered with

completed paintings, all very beautiful.

A paintbrush SPLASHES into a glass of water, paint filling

it. That same brush dips first into blue, then into red,

mixing. Now applied to a canvas.

Determination fills Clark’s face as he works intently on his

painting. As he flips around to grab a new color, he spots

the Vitae, sitting next to a photo of him and Audrey,

staring him down on a desk.

INT. AUDREY’S OFFICE

Audrey stares down her computer screen. Business reports.

Think of the most bland and tedious paperwork imaginable.

That’s Audrey’s line of work.

She sits at a desk, which is kept unnaturally tidy. Nothing

out of place. We may notice a FRAMED PHOTO OF AUDREY AND

CLARK in the back corner of her workspace. This is the one

thing that seems out of place.

Audrey yawns, glancing at the clock. Lunch time.

She pulls out the most boring sandwich possible. Maybe two

toppings total. She bites in, and we...

CUT TO:

INT. CLARK’S STUDIO - DOOR

Knuckles KNOCK on a large, wooden door.

CLARK (O.S)

It’s open!
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INT. CLARK’S STUDIO

Clark cranes his head around to see, GREG KIRKLAND (60’s)

walk through the doorway. A giant smile creeps up Greg’s

cheeks when he sees Clark.

GREG

(excited)

Clark, my friend, how are you?

They shake hands. Greg has a strong, firm grasp.

CLARK

I’m great. I’m good, how are you?

How are things at the gallery?

GREG

Oh, they are splendid! We just

received a piece from a new artist

who lives outside the city. Nothing

like the last piece we purchased

from you however...

Greg places his hand on Clark’s shoulder, reaching his other

hand out towards the half-finished canvas.

GREG (CONT’D)

(very interested)

... Now, what is this fine specimen

in the works?

Clark smiles.

PAINTING

A white house rests upon a tall hill. Trees have grown all

around the hill. The trees towards the top are dying,

whereas, the trees further downhill show more life. The

brushstrokes emphasize a wispy nature of sorts. Everything

feels very natural.

CLARK (O.S)

I started this a few months ago,

and it’s been in the works on and

off since then.

BACK TO SCENE

CLARK (CONT’D)

(hesitant)

I think it represents a place that

I used to be in my life, and where

I have come since then.

(CONTINUED)
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Greg notices some of Clark’s uncertainty, eying him

carefully.

GREG

Clark, how are you and Audrey

doing?

CLARK

(hesitation)

I mean, things are good.

Clark steps over to his workbench.

CLARK (CONT’D)

I mean, they’ve been better before,

but life isn’t perfect, right?

GREG

Yes, it’s only natural.

(beat)

What specifically have you been in

disagreement about?

Clark stops. Thinking.

CLARK

Lots of things I guess. Typical

married couple things.

Clark nervously CHUCKLES. Greg knows Clark isn’t being

totally honest, but lets it slide. Greg steps up to one of

Clark’s paintings resting on the wall.

GREG

(contemplating)

Tell me, Clark, when was the last

time you stopped?

Clark shows confusion.

CLARK

I’m sorry, what? Stop? Stopped?

GREG

Yes, have you stopped recently? Do

you ever take the time to just stop

working and think? When I see these

works you have painted over the

years, I can tell that they weren’t

just thrown together over a period

of a few days. In fact, it’s

painfully obvious the artist who

painted these works spent lots of

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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GREG (cont’d)
time dwelling on how to make these

paintings come alive.

(beat)

There is a reason behind every

brushstroke, you see?

Greg turns to Clark, grinning. He walks by, patting Clark on

the shoulder. Greg examines Clark’s current painting.

GREG

(assuring)

This looks wonderful, Clark, but it

is not finished by any stretch of

the imagination, as I am sure you

are well aware of.

Greg turns to leave the studio. He spots the bottle of

Vitae. Picking it up, he identifies the prescription. Clark

slightly turns his head, noticing Greg, as Greg quickly

returns it to the table. Clark mixes a new paint

combination. Greg stands in the doorway.

GREG

I find it positively fascinating to

see the extent that one is willing

to go in order to express

compassion towards another person.

A strange look comes upon Clark’s face. He turns around to

face Greg, but Greg is nowhere to be seen. The Vitae seems

to eye Clark.

A long beat. Clark drops his paintbrush into a glass.

TIME CUT TO:

INT. CLARK’S STUDIO - 30 MINUTES LATER

Clark sits in a chair. In one hand, a fresh glass of water.

The other hand waits, palm up, holding two identical pills.

Time passes. Clark thinks. His eyes bounce towards the

pills, and then to the photo of him with Audrey. How could

he not sacrifice this for her? Love is sacrifice, right?

Clark gazes forward to his unfinished painting. Back to the

photo. Back to the pills. Back to the painting.

Determination. He has decided.

Clark downs the pills with water. A beat. He sits. Waiting.

Nothing. Clark SLAMS the GLASS onto a table and we--

(CONTINUED)
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TIME CUT TO:

INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - BEDROOM - THE NEXT MORNING

An ALARM CLOCK BUZZES to life. A hand slams the top of it,

killing the noise.

INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - BATHROOM

A very familiar situation. A tired Clark examines his face

in the mirror. Time to shave.

INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - KITCHEN

Audrey stands over the stove, BACON SIZZLING in a skillet.

She does a double-take at the clock on the wall. Lowering

the heat on the stove, she leaves, walking past the painting

on the wall. She EXITS FRAME LEFT.

A beat. Audrey ENTERS FRAME LEFT and for the briefest

moment, looks into the painting again. A shrug. She EXITS

FRAME LEFT once more.

INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - BATHROOM

Audrey’s prescription of Vitae sits in the medicine cabinet.

She steps up and checks the bottle.

Empty. A beat.

AUDREY

(concerned)

You’ve got to be kidding me.

A sigh, and she leaves the room.

INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - KITCHEN

Clark is just now sitting down, with a plate of bacon and

eggs. As Audrey walks by, Clark stands, as if expecting some

kind of appreciation from her. She doesn’t seem to notice

his attempt, and he slowly returns to his seat.

CLARK

I decided to start taking--

(CONTINUED)
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AUDREY

(short)

It’s fine.

Audrey steps into the kitchen, dialing a number in her cell

phone. Clark senses trouble as he takes a bite of the bacon.

A dial tone, and someone answers.

PHARMACIST (V.O.)

Hello, this is the CVC Pharmacy,

how may I help you?

Audrey leans over on a counter.

AUDREY

Hi, my name is Audrey Porter. I

have a prescription for Vitae, but

stupidly, I forgot to order a

refill.

PHARMACIST (V.O.)

Well that’s just too bad.

Audrey frowns.

AUDREY

(fast)

What? Too bad? What’s too bad?

PHARMACIST (V.O.)

Well, Vitae has been in

high demand the last few

months, as I’m sure you

know. None of our branches

are getting a shipment in

until sometime next week.

CLARK

(genuine)

Is everything alright?

Audrey throws a rude glance at Clark as she hears the tragic

news over the phone.

AUDREY

(to Clark)

Yep. I just need to stop somewhere

before work.

(to Pharmacist)

I don’t think you understand

though. Do you not have anything--

PHARMACIST (V.O.)

Miss, there is nothing I can do

about it. Unless you wanna try

buying it out-of-state, it looks

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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PHARMACIST (V.O.) (cont’d)
like you’re gonna have to wait a

few days.

A long beat. It’s almost as if Clark is oblivious to the

fact Audrey is on the phone.

CLARK

You remember that place on Mulberry

I mentioned yesterday? Well I was

thinking maybe we might be able to

get dinner there sometime this

week. I read some nice reviews

online.

AUDREY

(to Pharmacist)

There is no other way?

PHARMACIST (V.O.)

It’s not like you’re just gonna die

alluva sudden.

Audrey purses her lips. Mocking.

AUDREY

As if you understood my situation.

She hangs up and grabs her keys. Clark picks up the pepper

shaker.

CLARK

(curious)

So the restaurant?

She rushes out towards the door, ignoring Clark.

AUDREY

(uninterested)

Yep, great idea. We can talk about

it tonight. Gotta go. Bye!

And with that, Audrey is gone, leaving Clark holding the

pepper shaker. A long beat.

INT. AUDREY’S CAR

Audrey pulls up to a stop sign. She glances to her left, out

her window.

A BEAUTIFUL FIELD

(CONTINUED)
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An absolutely breathtaking field, basking in the sunlight,

and filled with prairie flowers, and majestic, yet

oddly-shaped trees. A regular person would be enthralled and

captured by its beauty.

BACK TO SCENE

Audrey might as well be staring at a brick wall. She pulls

away, unamused.

INT. CLARK’S STUDIO

Clark stands, painting away on his canvas, suddenly

stopping. He takes a few steps backward, carefully examining

his work. Clark sits in a chair.

BEGIN THREE DAY MONTAGE

INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - NEXT MORNING

An ALARM CLOCK BUZZES to life. Clark slowly turns it off.

INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - BATHROOM

WATER BLASTS into the sink. Clark shaves in the mirror.

INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - KITCHEN

Audrey cooks eggs.

Clark looks into the painting on the wall. Something isn’t

the same here though.

Clark shakes less seasoning onto his food than usual.

INT. CLARK’S STUDIO

Clark takes a dose of Vitae.

Clark stares deeply into his painting. He’s losing

inspiration.
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INT. AUDREY’S OFFICE

Audrey stares intently into her computer screen. She’s

actually starting to look somewhat bored.

INT. CLARK’S STUDIO

Clark SLAPS paints together. He seems determined. The colors

are neutral.

INT. AUDREY’S CAR

Audrey pulls up to the same vista as before. She looks a bit

longer this time, but still seems uninterested.

INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - KITCHEN - NIGHT

Clark and Audrey sit at opposite ends of their dinner table.

The painting rests above the table. They aren’t speaking.

INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - BEDROOM - NEXT MORNING

The familiar ALARM CLOCK EXPLODES into life.

INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - CLOSET

Darkness, then a light. The door opens. Audrey pushes

clothes aside.

INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - KITCHEN

Audrey stands, dressed with a bit more color today. Her arms

are folded, thinking. She looks into a spice cabinet. She

sees it. She pulls out a spice, and SHAKES a bit onto

breakfast.

Clark walks in, dressed in somewhat more neutral colors,

barely noticing the painting on the wall.

He sits. Eating breakfast. He reaches for the seasoning as

he takes his first bite, but decides it doesn’t need as much

today.

Audrey sits at the opposite end of the table, eating

breakfast with him.
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INT. AUDREY’S OFFICE

Audrey leans back in her chair, staring up towards the

ceiling.

INT. CLARK’S STUDIO

Clark takes another Vitae.

His painting is starting to change. It now includes more

geometric shapes than before. Lots of gray.

INT. AUDREY’S CAR

Audrey pulls up the same stop sign. She turns her head.

Two PARENTS with their CHILDREN eat a picnic lunch in the

field.

A tiny smile creeps up Audrey’s cheek, when suddenly--

CUT TO:

EXT. AUDREY’S CAR - COUNTY ROAD

A driver behind Audrey BLASTS his HORN.

INT. AUDREY’S CAR

Surprise.

While startled, she giggles, leaning forward, and holds her

hand out the window in apology.

Audrey drives away.

INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - KITCHEN - NIGHT

The same sad dinner setting. Clark and Audrey sit at

opposite ends of the table.

INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - BEDROOM - NEXT MORNING

The alarm clock RINGS to life.
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INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - BATHROOM

Clark shaves. He nicks himself on the chin. No blood.

INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - KITCHEN

An array of spices sit next to the skillet. Audrey, her hair

in a bun, dashes some of each, adding flavor and color to

the food.

As Audrey sets the table, she notices the painting on the

wall. Like a child hiding stolen sugary-snacks from her

parents, Audrey sneaks around to the painting on the wall.

She spends a few moments carefully examining the brush

strokes. Does she see something? She hears Clark, and leaps

back into the kitchen.

Clark walks in, slumping quickly into his chair, and starts

gulping down food.

Audrey walks by, planting a kiss on Clark’s cheek. He

doesn’t react, and she heads out the front door.

INT. CLARK’S STUDIO

Clark’s painting is nearly complete... Maybe. It’s as if he

just gave up halfway through. It’s missing the beauty of

before. Nearly all colors seem to have been covered over by

gray. He stands in front of the canvas, a strange smile on

his face. He pops a Vitae.

INT. AUDREY’S OFFICE

Audrey’s desk looks cluttered. It hasn’t seen upkeep in

awhile. Papers are scattered, however, the frame of Clark

and Audrey is closer to the front of the desk now.

Audrey sits, staring at a notebook. Shes doodling.

NOTEBOOK

Funny little creatures throwing baseball together.

INT. CLARK’S STUDIO

Clark MIXES brown and black. He places them together onto

his painting.
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EXT. AUDREY’S CAR - COUNTY ROAD

Audrey’s car is parked on the side of the road. Audrey sits

near the edge of the road on a hill, overlooking the vista.

She pulls her hair out the bun, picks a flower, and places

one in her hair, smiling.

INT. CLARK’S STUDIO

Clark puts the finishing touches on his painting. It’s

completed. Clark is very satisfied. He steps back, picking

up his phone, dialing a number. A beat. An answer.

CLARK

Hi, may I speak with Greg?

END THREE DAY MONTAGE

INT. CLARK’S STUDIO - 30 MINUTES LATER

Greg stands before Clark’s covered painting.

GREG

Well then, shall we?

Clark nods, and with a smirk, rips the cover from his

painting.

A long beat. Greg’s face turns from excitement, to surprise.

We aren’t sure if he likes it at first.

GREG

(brow raised)

This is it?

CLARK

Yes, isn’t it wonderful?

GREG

Well, the trees? More like

buildings now. Very blocky. That’s

not a bad thing.

(beat)

But, the wispiness of the piece

seems to have disappeared

underneath the terrain somewhere. I

really liked that.

Clark should be taking this harshly, but only stands

straight, listening.

(CONTINUED)
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GREG

It’s missing what it had before.

(beat)

It’s like someone stole the life

from it, Clark.

Clark steps up to place the cover back over his painting.

CLARK

(confused)

You don’t like it?

GREG

It’s not just that I don’t like it,

I just don’t think anyone would

like it, let alone buy it.

Greg always gives honest criticism. Clark usually doesn’t

react like this.

GREG

(assuring)

I only tell you these things to

make you better, Clark.

CLARK

I don’t think you understand this

piece at all though, Greg.

GREG

What?

Clark leaves the room.

CLARK (O.S)

It’s art. What can I say?

INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - KITCHEN

Smooth JAZZ PLAYS from a nearby stereo system. The flowers

from the field sit in a colorful vase on the dinner table.

Audrey mixes together green and red peppers in the skillet.

She tastes some the food, smiling.

The FRONT DOOR OPENS and CLOSES. Clark is back.

AUDREY

Clark? Dinner will be ready in five

minutes!

(CONTINUED)
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She starts setting out plates, and then drops food onto

them. As she heads back to the kitchen, she spots the

painting. A long beat as she looks deeply into it. A bit of

a smile starts forming.

Clark walks in and seats himself, Audrey at the other end.

She smiles. He doesn’t respond. He seems expressionless as

he takes a bite of a pepper.

AUDREY

I picked these flowers today.

CLARK

(cold)

When did you have time to pick

these?

Audrey takes it to heart. Shrugging it off, she tries again.

AUDREY

I tried making something different

tonight, what do you think?

CLARK

It’s food. Nice work.

Audrey is flustered by that one. Is this what she has been

like when she took the pill?

CLARK

(uninterested)

What do you want me to say?

AUDREY

Did something happen today?

CLARK

Tried to sell my painting to Greg

and he hated it.

AUDREY

(genuine)

I’m sorry.

CLARK

It’s fine. It doesn’t matter

anyway. He just couldn’t appreciate

it, that’s all.

AUDREY

Well, Clark, he does have his own

gallery.

(CONTINUED)
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CLARK

(cocky)

I don’t know if you ever noticed,

but everything there is very

sub-par. Like, do they have kids

paint everything in there or what?

Clark forces a chuckle as he stuffs his face. Audrey stops

eating.

CLARK (CONT’D)

I don’t care anyway though.

AUDREY

You are being very critical, Clark.

Clark shrugs, and continues eating. A long beat. Audrey

tries to feel out the situation.

AUDREY

Clark, your best friend and mentor

for years told you your painting is

garbage, and you don’t care?

CLARK

It’s just art, it doesn’t matter.

AUDREY

(taken aback)

You would never have said that a

few days ago.

CLARK

(realizing)

Oh, is that what this is about?

AUDREY

Is what what this is about?

CLARK

You know, it doesn’t matter what I

did for you, because clearly you

didn’t even appreciate it.

Clark takes a gulp of water. Audrey stands and starts to

leave.

AUDREY

Excuse me.

Audrey steps into the doorway.

(CONTINUED)
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AUDREY

(sotto)

Is this what I was like?

CLARK

(uninterested)

What are you mumbling over there?

Audrey walks over to the painting on the wall. She runs her

fingers along the frame.

AUDREY

Clark, how did you feel when Greg

said he hated your painting?

CLARK

He didn’t say he hated it, he just

didn’t like--

AUDREY

How did you feel?

A beat. Audrey faces Clark.

CLARK

I was just confused, my work was

wonderful.

AUDREY

How about when you walked in the

house and saw how much work I put

into making a nice dinner for you?

CLARK

I still don’t know what you want

from me. It’s just food. Whatever.

She knocks over her glass of water onto the table. Clark

stares. Nothing.

She grabs her plate of food, and tosses it onto the ground.

CLARK

(uninterested)

What are you doing?

AUDREY

Did you feel anything that time?

Clark leans back in his chair.

(CONTINUED)
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CLARK

You’re wasting food and making a

mess.

AUDREY

It’s just food, it doesn’t matter.

Clark stands and steps up to face Audrey. He looks over to

the painting.

CLARK

So you just want me to feel

something, is that what it is?

Audrey throws a strange smirk towards Clark. An empty look

on his face. He nods.

He steps over to the painting, grabbing it off the wall.

Audrey doesn’t react. He shrugs, and with one fluid motion,

SMASHES IT against the table. The FRAME EXPLODES into

pieces. Food flies into the air. Audrey seems startled, but

Clark stands still.

CLARK

Audrey, what are you trying to

prove?

AUDREY

(biting)

It’s just art, it doesn’t matter.

Those were your words.

CLARK

See? I can show emotion. It’s you!

Nothing you are doing makes any

sense--

Audrey slaps him across the face hard. He turns his head.

Cold. Nothing is there. She knows now. Vitae is in it’s full

effect.

AUDREY

(harsh)

Is this how things are going to be

now, Clark? Do you feel anything in

there?

She points to his heart. He steps back, and leaves with his

car keys.

AUDREY

(sotto)

I’m so sorry for what I’ve turned

you into.
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INT. CLARK’S STUDIO - MOMENTS LATER

Clark kicks the front door open, looking out into the room.

A beat. Clark knocks over a bucket, filled with paint

supplies.

CLARK

(sotto)

Can I feel anything?

INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - KITCHEN - SAME

Audrey slumps towards the ground. Tears in her eyes. The

broken canvas on the ground, food and water everywhere.

INT. CLARK’S STUDIO - SAME

He picks up the bottle of Vitae.

Clark flips over a table, flinging countless art supplies,

and the framed photo of Clark and Audrey into the air.

INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - KITCHEN - SAME

Audrey rests on the ground, tears puddling down her cheeks.

Dismay abound. She covers her face.

INT. CLARK’S STUDIO - SAME

Clark steps up to a painting on a canvas and dashes it to

the ground.

He remains emotionless. Nothing on his face at all.

Regardless, he tries very hard to feel something. It’s only

practical to try to make your wife happy. Happiness equals

prosperity, and prosperity within marriage is sensible,

right?

INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - KITCHEN - SAME

Audrey starts pulling herself together, as she crawls over

to the ruined dinner scene. She starts picking up leftovers

of the food and the painting.
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INT. CLARK’S STUDIO - SAME

Clark goes to grab a gallon of paint to throw, but

accidentally KNOCKS the GALLON OF PAINT on to the ground. He

goes to pick it up, and spots the framed photo of him and

Audrey.

Clark stands, holding the picture frame in his hands. It’s

broken into pieces, so he removes the photo itself, staring

into it.

INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - KITCHEN - SAME

Audrey holds the canvas in hand, while sitting in a chair.

She looks it over, tears drying on her face.

INT. CLARK’S STUDIO - SAME

He walks over to a mirror, staring at his reflection.

Looking deeply into his own eyes, trying to find tears, or

passion, or something. We can’t tell if Clark is feeling

anything, and neither can he. He looks over to see the

bottle of Vitae on a table.

Clark walks up to the bottle, holding it up in the air. He

looks back at the photo. The Vitae was always what was

holding them back from one another.

INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - KITCHEN - SAME

Audrey places the busted canvas back onto the wall. A broken

wife, but she finds a smile anyway.

INT. CLARK’S STUDIO - SAME

Clark nods and launches the bottle of pills out of the

window. It’s a release. The pills have no more control.

EXT. CLARK’S STUDIO - SAME

The pills fall for what seems like an eternity, as they edge

closer to the ground.
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INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - KITCHEN - SAME

Audrey looks into the painting. It’s as if she’s there. She

feels the painting. Imagining the brushstrokes.

EXT. CLARK’S STUDIO - SAME

The pills inch closer to the ground.

INT. CLARK’S STUDIO - SAME

Clark picks up the easel he had tossed to the ground, and

places it upright. He sets something on the easel that we

cannot yet see.

INT. PORTER RESIDENCE - KITCHEN - SAME

Audrey steps back. Admiring the painting, she smiles. It’s

as if she painted the work of art herself. Satisfaction.

INT. CLARK’S STUDIO - SAME

Clark steps back, and EXITS FRAME RIGHT. We see a fresh,

blank canvas resting on the easel. A brand new start, amidst

the destruction in the studio.

EXT. CLARK’S STUDIO - SAME

The bottle of pills bounces on the pavement.

A moment later, it only sits still.

SMASH TO BLACK

THE END


